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Integrating Research Infrastructure for European
expertise on Inclusive Growth from data to policy
LAUNCH OF INGRID-2 PROJECT

On June 1st and 2nd, the kick-off meeting of InGRID-2 took place.
Building on the achievements of the first InGRID project, a
consortium of nineteen key actors of the related European Research
Area will in InGRID-2 again serve and facilitate in an advanced way
the necessary European expertise on inclusive growth from data to
policy. Integrating, opening, widening and innovating the InGRID
research infrastructure-inexistence is the key goal of the InGRID-2
project. This is made available via an e-portal (active in April 2018)
and visiting grants. In addition, summer schools and expert
workshops are organised. Innovations in data integration and
harmonisation, renewals in analytical tools and the optimisation of
policy indicators are dealt with in the thematic research pillars of the
project.
A new InGRID-2 website will be launched soon!
You can also follow our project via Twitter (@InGRID_project), so
feel free to share your InGRID experiences with us!
https://twitter.com/InGRID_project
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FIRST CALL FOR VISITING GRANTS

A key activity of the InGRID-2 project is providing transnational
access to research infrastructures with data and expertise within the
fields of poverty and living conditions. Researchers are invited to
apply for free-of-charge access to and support in one of the sixteen
research infrastructures. Via short and long-term visiting grants
(between 5 and 15 days), researchers will be able to experiment with
and work on data in a context of mutual knowledge exchange and
cross-fertilisation. InGRID-2 can give 250 visitors the opportunity to
have free-of-charge access to one of the InGRID-2 data expertise
centers, which will account for 2.250 days of visits. The first call for
visiting grants provides access to HIVA-KU Leuven, TARKI-POLC, SOFISU, UNI-Trier, IECM-CED, SOEP-DIW, UNIPI, S3RI-SOTON and LIS.
Deadline for applications: 20 August 2017
Read more

INGRID-2 EVENTS
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Autumn school 'Using EUROMOD in cross country microsimulation’,
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University of Essex, Colchester (UK), 25-27 October 2017
The aim of the course is to provide academics, policy practitioners
and other interested users with an introduction to the concepts,
structure and functioning of EUROMOD. The course will cover the
basics of tax-benefit microsimulation, the logic and structure behind
EUROMOD, working with EUROMOD’s user interface, input data,
EUROMOD ‘language’ and using existing documentation. The bulk of
the course is dedicated to teaching EUROMOD functions which form
the building blocks of the EUROMOD ‘language’.
Deadline for applications: 13 August 2017
Read more
First data forum
This first data forum is a meeting place for data providers, researchusers and stakeholders to discuss the particular challenges of the
WageIndicator data and to discuss suitable actions for addressing
these challenges. In collaboration with the WageIndicator
Foundation two data forums will be organised by the AISSR/AIAS,
University of Amsterdam (the Netherlands) and CELSI (Slovakia) on
collecting data on wages, cost of living, minimum wages and
collective agreements as well as related country level information on
a global scale.
More information will be available soon.
Read more
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